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SCHEDULE 1 — Categories of pyrotechnic article
1. Fireworks
2. Category F2 fireworks are fireworks which present a low hazard...
3. Category F3 fireworks are fireworks which present a medium hazard,...
4. Category F4 fireworks are fireworks which present a high hazard,...
5. Theatrical pyrotechnic articles
6. Category T2 theatrical pyrotechnic articles are theatrical pyrotechnic...
7. Other pyrotechnic articles
8. Category P2 other pyrotechnic articles are pyrotechnic articles, other than...

SCHEDULE 2 — Essential safety requirements
1. (1) Each pyrotechnic article must attain the performance characteristics specified...
2. Fireworks
3. Other pyrotechnic articles
4. Ignition devices

SCHEDULE 3 — Labelling: required information
1. Labelling
2. Additional instructions and safety information
3. The labelling of sparklers must also display the words “Warning:...
4. The labelling of a theatrical pyrotechnic article must also display...
5. The labelling of a category P1 other pyrotechnic article or...
6. In paragraph 3, “sparkler” means a rigid wire article partially...

SCHEDULE 4 — Persons with specialist knowledge
1. Person with specialist knowledge: category F4 fireworks
2. Person with specialist knowledge: category T2 theatrical pyrotechnic...
3. Person with specialist knowledge: category P2 other pyrotechnic articles
4. Person with specialist knowledge: officers of enforcing authorities
5. Interpretation

SCHEDULE 5 — Notified body requirements
1. A conformity assessment body must be established in the United...
2. A conformity assessment body must be a third party body...
3. (1) A conformity assessment body, its top level management and...
4. A conformity assessment body, its top level management and the...
5. A conformity assessment body, its top level management and the...
6. A conformity assessment body must ensure that the activities of...
7. A conformity assessment body and its personnel must carry out...
8. A conformity assessment body must be capable of carrying out...
9. A conformity assessment body must have at its disposal—
10. A conformity assessment body must have the means necessary to...
11. The personnel responsible for carrying out conformity assessment activities must...
12. A conformity assessment body must be able to demonstrate the...
13. The remuneration of the top level management and the personnel...
14. A conformity assessment body must have, and must satisfy the...
15. A conformity assessment body must ensure that its personnel observe...
16. Paragraph 15 does not prevent the personnel from providing information...
17. A conformity assessment body must participate in, or ensure that...

SCHEDULE 6 — Operational obligations of notified bodies
1. A notified body must carry out conformity assessments in accordance...
2. A notified body must carry out conformity assessments in a...
3. A notified body must perform its activities taking due account...
4. A notified body must respect the degree of rigour and...
5. A notified body carrying out a conformity assessment must—
6. After 16th October 2016— (a) an entry made in the...
7. Where a notified body finds that essential safety requirements or...
8. Where, in the course of the monitoring of conformity following...
9. Where the notified body has required a manufacturer to take...
10. Paragraph 11 applies where a notified body is minded to—...
11. Where this paragraph applies, the notified body must—
12. A notified body must inform the Secretary of State of—...
13. A notified body must make provision in its contracts with...
14. A notified body must provide other bodies notified under the...
15. A notified body must participate in the work of any...

SCHEDULE 7 — Enforcement powers of weights and measures authorities, district councils and the Secretary of State under the 1987 Act
1. Enforcement powers under the 1987 Act
2. Modifications to the 1987 Act

SCHEDULE 8 — Enforcement powers of the Health and Safety Executive under the 1974 Act
1. Enforcement powers under the 1974 Act
2. Modifications to the 1974 Act

SCHEDULE 9 — Compliance, withdrawal and recall notices
1. Compliance notice
2. Withdrawal notice
3. Recall notice
4. Interpretation

SCHEDULE 10 — Consequential amendments to the Fireworks Regulations 2004
1. The Fireworks Regulations 2004 are amended as set out below....
2. In regulation 3 (interpretation)— (a) for the definition of “adult...
3. In regulation 5 (prohibition of possession of category 4 fireworks),...
4. In regulation 6(1)(c) (exceptions to regulations 4 and 5), for...
5. In regulation 9 (licensing of fireworks suppliers)—
6. In regulation 10 (information about fireworks)— (a) in paragraph (1),....

SCHEDULE 11 — Consequential amendments to the Explosives (Fireworks) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2002
1. The Explosives (Fireworks) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2002 are amended as...
2. In regulation 2 (interpretation)— (a) after “In these Regulations—”, insert —...
3. In regulation 4(1) (prohibition on the possession, purchase, sale, acquisition,...
4. In regulation 7 (production of licence)— (a) in paragraph (2),...
5. In regulation 11(1)(a) (display of notice and certificate)—

6. In regulation 12 (transactions in fireworks), for “the fireworks in...”

7. In Schedule 1 (fireworks exempt from the provisions of regulation...)
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